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What is CloudSource?

New Platform of 
Services from 

SirsiDynix:
•Content aggregation 

& enrichment
•Discovery

•Collection curation
•Usage reporting

Leverages Open 
Access (OA) 
content as 

foundation of 
KB

Enables your 
library to change 

its whole 
approach to 

managing 
electronic 
resources 

Improve the 
user experience: 

easier to find, 
one click to full 
text, no login 

required

Provide more 
content: global 
aggregation of 
peer-reviewed 

articles and 
vetted open 

eBooks & OER

Save money on 
subscription 

databases and 
3rd-party 

discovery tools

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
CloudSource is a new service from SD .  CloudSource is the only complete discovery platform that aggregates and fully exposes the global body of open access and open educational resources available.Libraries can leverage OA content with CloudSource. The current OA collection represents all globally-known open access articles (currently 55M articles from 96K journals), plus open eBooks, eTextbooks, and open educational resources (OER). CloudSource enables libraries to change the way they manage electronic resources.  Libraries can boost access and save money by promoting OA resources FIRST and then supplementing with paid versions of items as needed. The idea is  to provide access to very high-quality open-access content as the bulk of the digital collection and then strategically subscribe to other resources.  CloudSource eliminates barriers and improves the user experience. With OA content, user access is unrestricted-- one click access, no login or authentication are required.  Libraries can easily expand their reach and value by providing access to guest users, alumni and the general community.CloudSource provides more content:  users have access to a global aggregation of peer-reviewed, full-text articles, ebooks and OER.Libraries save money on subscription databases and 3rd party discovery tools with CloudSource



OA articles, 
eBooks, 

eTextbooks, 
OER

Licensed 
& on-

demand 
resources

Discovery 
Users

Staff 
Users

Tablet

Desktop/Laptop

Smartphone

Subscription Holdings 
Management

Usage Statistics

Collection 
Management

Digital Resources

Metadata Enrichment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The biggest part of the CloudSource index is the open access scholarly research material we’re aggregating from anywhere and everywhere.AND with CloudSource+, you can add your closed-licensed content to the discovery experience��CS features a whole suite of smart tools that aggregate metadata and enrich these thin records to make for better discovery��End users can access CS on a desktop, a laptop, a phone, a tablet… it offers different mobile themes that work out of the box��Staff users access usage stats, helpful for… collection mgmt. tools… and CS+ libraries can curate manage subscription holdings (but we will do that for you…. Chris)



Open Access by the Numbers



60M total 
OA articles 
available

6.1M OA 
articles 

published in 
2022

59.4% of 
articles 

published in 
2022 are OA

16% in OA 
journals

There’s a lot of it

59%
2022

Sources
https://doaj.org/
https://www.lens.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There’s a lot of it! About 60M open articles available today6.1M open articles were published in 2022; this is a recent growth59.4% of the peer-reviewed research articles published in 2022 are freely available todayAbout 16% of this is published in purely open access journals, which is what you find in the Directory of Open Access Journals.  This is important because many librarians think that they have OA covered through their discovery or content provider—what they really have is the DOAJ content.  If your library is relying on this your missing out on content available in hybrid journals--and we’ll talk about that in a minute.5) Graph on the right shows that by 2040, we can anticipate 100% of peer-reviewed article output to be published with OA licensing, and that’s really driven by funding. Grant funders say if you want our money to do research, all of the resulting papers have to be published open access. Places like the NIH and almost all federal govt agencies that fund research require it, and the European Commission has similar requirements. Private organizations that fund research like the Gates Foundation and the Welcome Trust also require their researchers to publish OAThe past decade has seen a move from 70% of all publishing being closed access to 54% being open access globally. The White House  White House Office of Science and Technology OSTP’s new memo will see this trend advance rapidly in the United States, with not only federally-funded publications themselves but associated datasets being required to be made publicly available without embargo.You may have heard that at the end of August, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) issued new guidance that will make taxpayer-funded research available to the public, eliminating the current 12-month embargo period for access to research outputs, including articles and data. Open access to articles, data, and other research outputs will greatly expand the amount of resources accessible by the public.  https://www.choice360.org/webinars/new-white-house-open-access-rules-how-libraries-can-help-researchers-faculty-scale-the-paywall/



Directory of Open Access Journal (Gold & Diamond journals) 
represents 16% of OA Article content1

Hybrid Journals represent 84% of OA Article Content

Hybrid journals are from top publishers who wish to include 
content from authors with OA-mandated funding

Funders include Universities, Research centers, 
Foundations, Government agencies, Institutions, Consortia, 

> 300 funders and institutions worldwide2

Articles from hybrid journals are often not visible in 
discovery services unless the journal is licensed

Most OA Content comes from Hybrid Jou

DOAJ 
16%

Hybrid Journals 84%

Sources:
1. https://doaj.org/
2. https://open-access.network/en/information/financing/business-models-for-journals#c16652

87% 
OA

58% 
OA

45% 
OA

90% 
OA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[CLICK] 1. …actually only 16% of Open Access articles are in DOAJ[CLICK] 2. …the REST are in hybrid journals...so you are missing out on 84%[CLICK] 3. …Hybrid journals are actually from the Top Publishers who work strategically with well funded authors who are working under the provision to publish OA.[CLICK] 4. …Who are these funders? Universities, Research centers, Foundations like Gates Foundationand Welcome Trust, Government agencies who are requiring that all research be published OA by 2025.[CLICK] 5. …and the Hybrid journal publishers are doing fine right now…they are still charging you full price for their once fully licensed content and they can levy high Article Processing Charges to the OA authors



It’s in the best journals: %OA in 2017+ P
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Source: SJR: Scimago Journal & Country Rank
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?type=j
21 Apr 2023

87% 
OA

43% 
OA

89% 
OA

79% 
OA

49% 
OA

60% 
OA

58% 
OA

27% 
OA

35% 
OA

53% 
OA

46% 
OA

100% 
OA

41% 
OA

46% 
OA

63% 
OA

45% 
OA

100% 
OA

90% 
OA

78% 
OA

55% 
OA

100K+
Journals 

publishing 
OA content
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Presentation Notes
What we see when we look at the top-ranked journals is that they have very high OA publication rates.CLICK: Top multidisciplinary journals in 2022 [as ranked by Scimago]… most of them are more than half OA, and many are just approaching or have become fully open accessWe see this discipline by discipline: the higher the rank the journal in the discipline, the more likely it is to have a high open access publication rate



It’s being published by traditional pub

4.1M 
OA

3.3M 
OA2.2M 

OA

1.4M 
OA

646K 
OA 532K 

OA

510K 
OA

550K 
OA

546K 
OA

790K 
OA

Source
https://www.lens.org/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The largest publishers of Open Access content are the same publishers that have historically published the bulk of scholarly articles. They have high editorial standards and have not lowered them for OA. These journals’ publishers will always want to publish the best authors with the most interesting research.Most of them are not pure OA journals; they're what we call hybrid journals. These publishers have made room for OA articles in their traditional subscription products. They reside right next to articles that requires access through a paid subscription, which means we would need a subscription to access any of it at all! EIGHTY PERCENT of open-access content exists in hybrid journals, and it’s the highest-quality available content.CloudSource OA includes ALL OA content – that from the purely-OA journals indexed in the DOAJ AND from the hybrid journals -- with one click and no authentication.



Popular 
Multidisciplinary 

Database

Open Access 
Collection

70%

Peer reviewed articles 
published 2017+

*Represents overlap rate of scholarly articles 
published since 2017. Does not include trade 

journals, popular magazines, and other 
resources not registered with Crossref.

Libraries pay for OA today 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
(Recent Analysis showed 70% OA overlap for EBSCO Academic Search Complete. I don’t usually mention the exact DB, but this is it if you feel inclined to reveal it.)We know libraries are paying for Open Access today.When we look at multidisciplinary databases to which libraries subscribe, and we look at the peer-reviewed articles in those, published since 2017, we frequently find that it’s well more than 50% of those articles are in fact Open AccessSO the vendor will frequently say, “OH, we only have 10% open access JOURNALS in this database,” but that’s not the percentage of open access articles that are in this database. That’s really calculated by asking how many open access articles compared to how many controlled-access articles there are, and many many libraries are paying for a lot of open-access content, and they just don’t realize that that’s what they’re doing… So we know when we do side-by-side searches that OA frequently dominates the top of those database search results



Libraries pay for OA today 
Current Social 

Issues Database

98% OA

Multidisciplinary 
Database

78% OA

Social Sciences 
Database

63% OA

General Interest 
Resource

55% OA

Spanish-language 
Medical Database

91% OA

International Business 
Database

85% OA

Psychology 
Database

52% OA

Nursing 
Database

63% OA
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Stats for 2017+*Represents overlap rate of scholarly articles published since 2017. Does not include trade journals, popular magazines, and other resources not registered with Crossref.



60M Articles 100K 
Journals 

80K+eBooks 
&

eTextbooks

36K Other 
OER

123M fields 
of study 53M subjects 22M MeSH 

headings
2.2M 

keywords

CloudSource OA Collection



CloudSource Customers
CloudSource OA & CloudSource+

12

369 
Institutions

500+ 
Libraries



  Customers: Academic Libraries
   64 Institutions Non-

SirsiDynix ILS



  Customers: Public Libraries
   248 Institutions

Non-
SirsiDynix ILS

# Public Library 
Consortium Members

27 47 33 

14 16 7 

96 



  Customers: Special Libraries
   12 Institutions Non-

SirsiDynix ILS



  Customers: School Libraries
   43 Districts/Schools

Non-
SirsiDynix ILS

Cambridge 
CUSD #227



  Customers: Academic, Public & Special L
   28 Institutions, >100 Libraries Non-

SirsiDynix ILS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dropping EDS:Carolina UniversityFt VancouverGannon UniversityHouston Christian UniversityIBFD (confirm with Mario)Midland CollegeMS Delta CCMS State UniversityMS University for WomenTarleton State UniversityTSTCUniversity of Moncton



Collection Analysis
How much of your paid subscriptions are open access?



Available at no cost

Provide list of 
databases/packages 
and eJournal title list 

(title, ISSN)

Analysis to reveal 
overlap of existing 

eJournal 
subscriptions with 
CloudSource OA

Breakdown by 
database, journal 
title and subjects

Also revealed: 
expanded article 

access!

Collection Analysis





Detailed Breakdown by Packages and Jo



Comprehensive & Intuitive Discovery of OA articles, eBooks, eTextbooks, and OER



CloudSource 
OA Discovery
CSOA central index includes:
• 60M resources
• Articles from 96K journals
• eBooks, eTextbooks
• Other Open Educational Resources 

(OER)

Search everything or specific fields

Fine-tuned relevancy to get best hits at the 
top of the list

Facets for filtering

Resource stats (format, peer reviewed, 
license, metrics, web buzz)

Widgets (citations, publisher, permalink, 
BrowZine) 

Enriched metadata (subjects, abstracts, 
author info, related items, buzz)



CloudSource 
OA Discovery
CSOA central index includes:
• 57M resources
• Articles from 96K journals
• eBooks, eTextbooks
• Other Open Educational Resources 

(OER)

Search everything or specific fields

Fine-tuned relevancy to get best hits at the 
top of the list

Resource stats (format, peer reviewed, 
license, metrics, web buzz)

Widgets (citations, publisher, permalink, 
BrowZine) 

Enriched metadata (subjects, abstracts, 
author info, related items, buzz)

Display Options, Batch Actions

Facets for filtering

 



CloudSource 
OA Discovery
CSOA central index includes:
• 57M resources
• Articles from 96K journals
• eBooks, eTextbooks
• Other Open Educational Resources 

(OER)

Search everything or specific fields

Fine-tuned relevancy to get best hits at the 
top of the list

Resource stats (format, peer reviewed, 
license, metrics, web buzz)

Widgets (citations, publisher, permalink, 
BrowZine) 

Enriched metadata (subjects, abstracts, 
author info, related items, buzz)

Display Options, Batch Actions

Facets for filtering

Power search features (search within 
results, nested Boolean)



Books & Open 
Educational 
Resources (OER)
CloudSource OA Index 
includes open:
• eBooks
• eTextbooks
• Other learning 

resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Big effort to add to these resources over the next year. More and more textbook content is being published as more and more academic institutions incentivize faculty to incorporate OA into their syllabi.



Mobile theme
All functionality of 
desktop theme

Adapts to size and 
orientation of mobile 
device, including 
tablets



CloudSource and Article Galaxy Scholar
New Paradigm Models, Analytic Methods, New Budgetary Possibilities



Strategizing 
utilization of 
high-quality OA 
academic 
eResources & 
technology
•CloudSource+
•Article Galaxy 
Scholar 

Leveraging 
current 
holdings 
towards
•Large Budget 
Savings

•New Open Access 
Possibilities

•New 
Methodologies

Analyzing and 
purchasing 
eResources

MSU Collections Budget Strategy:
New Technology + Synthetic Analysis



Qualitative 
Analysis

Quantitative 
Analysis

Overlap  
Analysis

E-Resources Materials Strategy:
Cost /Benefit Analytic Approach, Three-Pronged Synthetic Evaluation Stra

Better Budgetary 
Data-Informed 
Decision-Making & 
Better Resource 
Allocation



Aggregates Open Access Content 
from High Quality Publishers

Allows purchase of focused 
Journal/Articles not Available

in Present Collections/OA

Cost / Benefit Strategy



Qualitative Analysis

Email Subject: The library is currently engaged 
in a comprehensive evaluation of our electronic 
resource subscriptions. To make data-informed 
decisions regarding subscription renewals.  

We are seeking input from our teaching and 
research faculty on quantitative and qualitative 
aspects of our e-resource usage.

 In this regard, we would be grateful if you could 
provide feedback on your use of the following 
Database . . . We have enclosed forms that seek 
your input on these databases. . .

Emails

Survey Form

Focus Groups

Individual & Group Meetings



Qualitative Analysis Evaluation Form

Stakeholders

Department 
Heads

FacultyGraduate 
Students



Qualitative Comments

Stakeholders

Department 
Heads

FacultyGraduate 
Students



Quantitative 
evaluation 

metrics

Downloads  

Searches  

Investigations

Unique Site 
visits 

Unique site 
visitors

Cost/Use

Quantitative Analysis



Overlap Analysis 
Open Access:

Collection Analysis 
Report



Select MSU Databases & Journal 
Subscriptions

Overlap Analysis Shows that our 
paid subscriptions ranged from 
19-79% OA overlap

Select MSU Abstracts, Indexes 
and Bibliographies: now with full-
text OA

Database Holdings, CloudSource+ Overlap Analys



CloudSource+ Overlap Analysis and Metrics

Select MSU Databases

Reviewed between February – May 2023

Wide Range of Database Overlap for Full Text 
journal 

article Coverage aggregated  in CloudSource+

Mediated coverage available through Article 
Galaxy Scholar

Database CloudSource+
Open Access Coverage

Academic Search Complete 69%
CAB Abstracts 1990-present 75%
Communication & Mass Media Complete 42%
EconLit 52%
EconLit with Full Text 51%
GeoRef 51%
Historical Abstracts 33%
Historical Abstracts with Full Text 41%
Library and Information Science Source 72%
Linguistics & Language Behavior Abstracts (ProQuest) 66%
MedLine 54%
MLA International Bibliography 48%
Music Index 29%
Philosopher’s Index 53%
Public Affairs Index 36%
SocIndex with Full Text 43%
SportDiscus with Full Text 53%
Wildlife and Ecology Studies Worldwide 51%
Average % of coverage 48.04%



Overlap 
Analysis

Quantitative 
Analysis

Qualitative 
Analysis

Intersectional 
Space

• Data 
Driven 

• Data 
Informed

Decision 
Making

Synthetic Analysis: Conversations & Disc



Analytic
Measures Database 1 Database 2 Database 3

Qualitative
Analysis

N (Not Needed) Y (Needed) S (Split/Mixed)

Quantitative
Analysis (Usage)

L (Low Usage H (High Usage) S (Split/Mixed)

Open Access Overlap 
Analysis

H (Overlap >60%) L (Overlap <40%) Mixed
(40-60%)

Cost High Low Medium

Recommendation Drop Keep Further Discussion 
Needed

Decision Matrix



• eResource Budget 
Decisions

• Digital Resource Allocation
Better

• Synthetic Methodologies
• Cost/Benefit Analysis
• Data-Informed Decision-

Making
• Affordances of New 

Technology

Achieved 
through

Summary Conclusions



Cost savings for library 
budget can be 

achieved through new 
possibilities of 

leveraging OA & 
document delivery 

Savings from 
CloudSource+ 

OA savings can fund 
new focused, 

intentionally-aligned  
possibilities through 

Article Galaxy Scholar

Evaluation/Project 
Continuing 2023-2024 

Fiscal Years

Summary Conclusions



Takeaways
Key things to remember from today’s presentation



Takeaways
Use the free Collection 
Analysis to reveal OA 
overlap and collection 
expansion



Takeaways
Use the free Collection 
Analysis to reveal OA 
overlap and collection 
expansion

Deliver a better user 
experience: 1-click 
access to full text, no 
authentication for OA

 



Takeaways
Use the free Collection 
Analysis to reveal OA 
overlap and collection 
expansion

Deliver a better user 
experience: 1-click 
access to full text, no 
authentication

Save money on 3rd-
party discovery & high-
OA databases



Takeaways
Use the free Collection 
Analysis to reveal OA 
overlap and collection 
expansion

Deliver a better user 
experience: 1-click 
access to full text, no 
authentication

Save money on 3rd-
party discovery & high-
OA databases

I did take a look at our ILL 
request numbers and can 

confidently say, our ILL requests 
have dropped 60% as a result 

of the making the move to 
CloudSource+. 

Along with better access to OA 
published materials, my library 

was able to cancel our 
discovery tool using a portion of 

the savings towards the 
purchase of a much-needed 

publisher package.

Betsy Garloch
Systems Librarian

Erie, PA







CloudSource.net
CloudSource OA 

Website

Sales@CloudSourceOA.comContact Us

Wednesdays at 10 am US Mountain TimeWeekly Webinars

Resources
New 

website!



Thank You!

Rick Branham
VP Pre-Sales, Academic 
& Content Solutions

rick.branham@sirsidynix.com 

Maryśka Connolly, MLIS
Director of Partnerships & 
Communications

Maryska.Connolly@sirsidynix.com

Dr. Ray Uzwyshyn
Associate Dean, Collections 
Management and Strategy
Mississippi State University Libraries

rju13@mstate.edu
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